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sok-woo, a father with not much time for his daughter, soo-ahn, are boarding the ktx, a fast train that shall bring them from seoul to busan. but during their journey, the apocalypse begins, and most of the earth's population become flesh craving
zombies. yoon sang-ho is one of south korea's most acclaimed and successful young directors. after first breaking through with his 2007 film the good, the bad, the weird, yoon's latest movie is his fourth zombie film and an important one, since it asks
some big questions about our place in the world and the structure of society. when the ktx moves from seoul into the countryside, it passes the body of a dead person, and this in itself is enough to bring the zombie outbreak the rest of the way, as an
initially-healthy population becomes infected. sok-woo is a successful stock broker who doesn't have time for his daughter, soo-an. he devotes all of his time to his work. unfortunately, he's corrupt and money-hungry and is concerned that she may "fall"
from the train and become a zombie - a theory that puts a damper on his leisure time. while sok-woo's scheme sees him gain quick results for his company, it's actually another influential figure who gets connected to the zombie outbreak. a family that
was riding in the same train car are facing their own apocalypse. young-mi is pregnant and has no way of knowing how to keep her baby safe. there are other pregnant women on the train, and together they turn from a demographic of people who can
be led astray by false prophets to a force for survival. train to busan is every bit a horror movie about society. what happens to a culture and its ideals when external pressures and societal demands come into conflict with human desires and
relationships? the zombie is a vehicle for exploring ideas of class, race, gender and religion - by playing on classic horror clichés but flipping them on their heads.
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